
Our Multi-Dimensional approach enables a 
comprehensive view of your business.  In 
addition to discovering technology strategies 
and tactics, VOX Lifecycle includes a more 
robust view of organizational objectives, goals, 
priorities and drivers relative to business, 
finance, people, process and risk.

 ( go beyond technology )

VOX ENTERPRISE LIFECYCLE,
A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL

PERSPECTIVE

VOX
 LIFECYCLE

PROGRAM

We help you prosper.

(877) 869-8111
VOXNS.COM

“Superior 
business 

decisions can 
only be 

achieved with 
robust insight.”

VOX Enterprise Lifecycle Management (VOX Lifecycle), is our proprietary, 
consultative framework designed to assist and enable our clients to make 
informed decisions to achieve their desired business outcomes.  VOX Lifecycle 
provides a prescriptive, step-by-step methodology and broad range of specialized 
consultative professional services to ensure efficiency and thoroughness.  At the 
heart of our business discovery efforts is a focus on Financial Impact Zones, where 
we identify and bring to light the elements that drive financial health.

VOX LIFECYCLE, THE ROAD MAP & METHODOLOGY
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Business Optimization is 
Multi-Dimensional

VOX
 LIFECYCLE

PROGRAM

VOX Lifecycle provides access to a broad range of value-based consultative offerings.  Listed below are 
some of our most popular consultations: 

Program Highlights

BUSINESS

PEOPLE

PROCESS TECHNOLOGY

FINANCE

RISK

operational processes, 
automated processes, 

policy, procedures

hardware, software, 
applications, on-prem, 
cloud, hybrid, aaS

grow revenues,  
optimize 
expense, 

maximize asset 
use

cyber threats, 
bad actors, 

advanced 
malware

collaboration, 
communications, 
performance, 
team-work

budgets, goals, 
objectives, use 
cases, strategies, 
tactics, financial 
impact zones

Organizations that are serious about Digital Transformation are also serious about gaining 
comprehensive, multi-faceted insight.  With VOX Lifecycle, you get an enterprise-class methodology 

and a team of experts who are with you every step of the journey.

Business Dimensions

PROCESS OPTIMIZATION (VPOP)
A line-of-business engagement to optimize operations and capture 
new financial upsides as part of the outcome. With vPOP, we take a 
deep dive into operations to identify and addressing critical areas for 
cost gains and efficiencies. We deliver findings and 
recommendations to optimize operational processes, technologies 
and people, all while yielding substantial returns to the bottom line.

BUSINESS STRATEGY ANALYSIS
An Executive level engagement to discover and document the 
Client’s business vision, goals, strategies and tactics.  Through this 
effort we deliver detailed findings that include to business objectives 
& KPI’s for target business units, advanced use cases, financial impact 
analytics and more. 

PLATFORM CONSUMPTION REVIEW
A business and technology strategy engagement to discover and 
document the Client’s technology infrastructure investments 
(hardware, software, network architecture, application portfolios). We 
deliver findings and recommendations for an optimal platform 
strategy considering on-premise, cloud, hybrid and as-a-service.

SECURITY AUDIT
A technology, policy and process centered engagement.  In this effort, 
you will gain clear visibility into the risks inside your network.  We 
deliver findings and recommendations to improve your risk posture 
and understand the threat vectors that are at play within your 
enterprise.

TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION ASSESSMENT
A people, process and technology engagement.  This effort will 
enable your organization to get the full value from your technology 
investments. We deliver findings and recommendations for 
technology utilization, software version relevance, feature 
enablement, user training and more.

(877) 869-8111
VOXNS.COM


